
   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

GMHOTS - Great Minds High Order Thinking Skills Program

Dear Parents,

Warm Greetings

Thanks for registering your ward in the GMHOTS program.

GMHOTS, is the key to preparing the children for the World outside of the school.

GMHOTS, provides an opportunity to the children to learn new things and infer, connect, 
categorize, synthesize and apply their knowledge they have learnt from the subjects.

Surely, the children who have developed these thinking skills will be able to process information, 
articulate it to others and synthesize it, with all their activities.

GMHOTS questions are set in line with this context and your child needs your support and 
guidance in answering the questions.

Please don’t interfere in their creativity and let them write on their own.

Always Creativity and Originality WINS the World.
 
Guidelines:

?Answers are should be handwritten in A4 sheets & presentable with page numbers.

?The answers booklet should be of max 10 to 15 pages.

?GMHOTS is an “Open Source Module”, you can use and utilize any resources to answer the 
questions.

?You can use newspaper clippings, maps, diagrams and the materials to substantiate your 
answer.

?Each illustration should be supported with write-up relevance to the question.

?Your cover page should have your (in Capital letters) name, class, sec, school, stream of 
study(XI & XII), contact details.

?Please provide your feedback about the program.

?Any queries / clarifications, please feel free to contact by email: info@gmccouncil.org or 
Whatsapp/ call to 97906 56330 

GMHOTS Guidelines
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Great Minds High Order Thinking Skills Program - Class II

GMHOTS Class - II  

GMHOTS Questions

1. Do you know there are lots of animals in the ocean? Paste five animals and write a few lines about 
their interesting facts.

2. We use many types of vessels in our home. While having dinner, how many vessels are being used by 
you and by your family? Make a list and give a total count.

3. Buy a biscuit pack or container. What are the things you find on the pack? What are the nutritional 
facts and how they are beneficial to us?

4. Paste the pictures of 10 different countries’ flags. Write their capitals and the language spoken by the 
people.

5. Paste the pictures of human organs. Name them and write their functions.

6. Learn a story from your parents / grandparents. Write briefly about the story. Paste or draw a 
picture relevant to the story. What morals have  you learnt from the story?

7. Help your mom in preparing breakfast. Write about two breakfasts and their ingredients used. What 
are the nutritional benefits derived from the ingredients?

8. Paste the five pictures of different kinds of houses used by the people in the world. Give details about 
two houses and why they use it?

9. Make a house using geometrical shapes. Make the house most attractive with your creativity.

10. Note down the timings of your favorite TV show (at least five). Then draw different clocks showing 
the timings of that show. Use your creativity in making the clock.
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